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Introduction
How do you craft the perfect post on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, and Periscope?
The answer to this question is different for every
brand, depending on your business goals and
personality, but we’ve compiled some general pieces
of guidance to help you out.
Read on for our tried-and-true tips.
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STAY BETWEEN 50 & 99
The most engaging length for a Facebook post is
even less than the maximum 140-character count
for a Tweet. Posts between 50-99 characters see
the most engagement, so don’t write a novel.

The Perfect
Facebook Post

Countless surveys show that listed promotions/
discounts are the biggest motivator people have
for liking a brand on Facebook.

INCLUDE A PHOTO OR VIDEO

TAG AN INFLUENCER OR PARTNER
This will make your post more likely to
show up on the feeds of people who don’t
follow you yet, leading to greater brand
exposure and, ultimately, fan growth.

OFFER SOMETHING

Your Brand

November 20 at 1:00pm

This is where your status update goes...

Visual content is the primary driver of engagement
on Facebook. After photos, videos are the second
most engaging content type, averaging more
than 2,500 engagements per post.
Brands have recognized the power of visual
content: together, photos and videos account for
more than 80% of brands posts.

ASK A QUESTION
This will make your post more likely to show up on the
feeds of people who don’t follow you yet, leading to
greater brand exposure and, ultimately, fan growth.

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
This depends on your audience and goals. B2B
marketers can expect a 14% uplift on weekdays,
while B2C brands see a 17% increase in
engagement on weekends. The optimal time to
post is early afternoon in the time zone where you
have the largest Facebook audience.
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ADD AN EMOTICON/ EMOJI
We are living in the age of emoji. Stop denying it
and make them work for your brand. According
to this AMEX Open Forum infographic, posts with
emoticons receive 33% more comments, and are
also shared 33% more often — two of the major
contributors towards engagement. Don’t be afraid
to let your playful side shine.

ADJUST THE SIZE
The ideal size for sharing an image on
Facebook is 1,200 x 628.
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PARTNER WITH AN INFLUENCER
Instagram is the perfect social network for
partnering with influencers. Influencers help you
broaden your reach and gain credibility with your
target audience.

The Perfect
Instagram Post

DON’T OVERLOAD YOUR FOLLOWERS
No one wants to see ten frantic posts in a row
on their Instagram feed--that’s a sure recipe
for unfollow. Space your posts respectfully.

your_brand

BE INTENTIONAL ABOUT PRODUCT
VERSUS NON-PRODUCT

5m

SPOTLIGHT YOUR FOLLOWERS
If your followers are using your hashtag and posting
gorgeous photos, make sure you’re featuring them
now and then on your account. This will encourage
future proactive engagement from followers.

PUT YOUR LINK IN THE PROFILE
Many brands are seeing successful conversions
to their websites (and specific landing pages) by
posting enticing photos and videos, then directing
followers to “link in profile.”

OPTIMIZE FOR DISCOVERY
Employ a buzzworthy hashtag and you’ll
be more likely to get noticed by users
within the Discover feature on Instagram,
whether that means discovering that
your brand exists or discovering that your
brand has an Instagram account.

Some brands excel with content which avoids
featuring product, while other brands see the most
engagement when they spotlight their product.
Experiment with both, look at the metrics you care
about, and gauge what is most effective with your
unique Instagram follower base.

BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF QUOTES
Brands which use quotes either in their
Instagram photos or in the caption generate
a ton of engagement.
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ADJUST THE SIZE
This is where your status update goes...

The best size for sharing an image on
Instagram is 1,080 x 1,080.
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OPTIMIZE FOR TWITTER MOMENTS
Generate awareness for your own brand by standing
out in a Twitter Moment. Some eye-catching ways
to get involved include: tweeting GIF’s, video clips,
and/or surprising images during and leading up to
major events; tweeting short video breakdowns of an
employee giving the “need-to-know” facts about a
of a Perfect
Post
major Anatomy
news story, industry
event, orFacebook
any other “Moment”
you want a piece of; using a major influencer or partner
with his
or her ownofsignificant
Twitter
following. Post
Anatomy
a Perfect
Instagram
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Anatomy of a Perfect Tweet

STAY POSITIVE

Anatomy of a Perfect Pin

A study, published by researchers at the University of
Southern California, says that positive emotions are
more Anatomy
contagious than
on Twitter.Stream
of anegative
Perfectones
Periscope

Conclusion

TEST YOUR TIMES
Know who your followers are, understand
when they are most likely to see your Tweets
and retweet them, and use that information to
determine the uniquely best Tweet times for
your brand and content.

The Perfect
Tweet

ALWAYS USE A VISUAL
Whether it’s a photo, Twitter card, GIF, or video
clip, always make sure you’re using a visual to
capture Twitter user attention.

USE HASHTAGS RELEVANT TO AUDIENCE
Your Brand @YourBrand . Nov 19

This is where your status update goes...

You don’t have to utilize every single trending
hashtag (that would be exhausting, not to
mention impossible), but keep current on the
hashtags circulating among your core and target
audiences, and leverage those hashtags to get
your Tweets in front of the right people.

RESPOND TO QUESTIONS
Don’t only use your Twitter account as a
“push out” mechanism; listen to what people
are asking you and saying about you, and
respond as often as possible to foster an
engaged community of brand advocates.
This might mean hiring more community
managers during peak seasons.

LEAVE SOMETHING TO THE IMAGINATION
If you use Twitter to drive people towards your site,
give them a good idea of what is on the other side
of that link, but allow enough mystery so that they
have to click through to get the full story.
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ADJUST THE SIZE
The best size for sharing an image on
Twitter is 1,024 x 512.
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ADD A BUY BUTTON
Available on iOS and Android in the U.S., Buyable
Pins let people buy things without ever leaving
the Pinterest app, helping retailers narrow the
distance between “I saw it!” to “I’ll buy it.”

The Perfect
Pin

PIN TO WIN
Pinterest is a great place to run a contest, especially
if you want to gain a following quickly.

TAG OTHER USERS
LEVERAGE VISUAL SEARCH

Engage with other pinners with interests
relevant to your brand by repinning their
content and/or liking their Pins. This
is a good way to make Pinners aware
that you are active on the network and,
ultimately, to gain new followers.

Pinterest recently announced a revolutionary
new feature which enables users to find items
without text. The feature has been dubbed,
“Visual Search,” and it’s an absolute gamechanger for users and brands alike. Find a way
to leverage this feature for your brand.

USE THE RIGHT-SIZED IMAGES

PIN UNIQUELY
Pin photos and videos that you’ve shot, with
text you’ve composed (and that doesn’t mean
copy-and-paste.) Pin content that can’t be
found anywhere else to give Pinterest users a
reason to seek out your board.

Vertical pins do best on Pinterest. The best
aspect ratio for Pinterest images is 2:3 or
1:3.5, with a minimum width of 600 pixels.

This is where your description/caption goes...
Your Brand
Board Name
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RESEARCH YOUR TWITTER AUDIENCE
When are they most often engaging with you on
social? That’s when you should be Periscoping.

USE YOUR LOCATION TO YOUR ADVANTAGE
With Periscope’s map view, it matters more
than ever that you tag your location for branddiscovery purposes. If your brand has employees
or brand advocates all over the world, enable
those folks to Periscope for your brand (after a
quick training, of course!).

The Perfect
Periscope Stream
X

BROADCAST NOW

CHOOSE YOUR TITLE CAREFULLY
People choose whether to view your stream
or not by looking at its title, so consider your
title carefully. Successful title types include
straightforward ones (“@Yourbrand hits the
zoo for first time ever!”), exclusive ones (“Our
all-access backstage pass to Big Event 2015!”),
curiosity-generating ones (“What happens
when a panda meets a monster?”), or teaching
ones (“Learn how to make a macramé blow
torch in five seconds or less!”).

This
is where
your
description
goes...
This
is where
your
description
goes...

RELEASE IN SEGMENTS
Create sustained interest in your
Periscope content by releasing different
parts of one announcement or episode
throughout a day, week, or month.

GET INTERACTIVE
On Periscope, viewers can ask questions and
comment as they watch your broadcast. Acknowledge
and respond to these questions and comments as
much as possible to create an interactive, inclusive
experience for your audience.

Your Brand
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Conclusion
Now you know how to concoct a magical social marketing brew on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, and Periscope.
Now you know how to concoct a magical social marketing brew on Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, and Periscope. How you manifest these strategies
will be unique to your brand, so we definitely recommend putting #AnalyticsFirst
and understanding your business’s current social status, social audience, and
social goals before you jump in.
Better social starts here.
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ABOUT SIMPLY MEASURED
Simply Measured is a fast-growing team of data geeks dedicated
to making the world of analytics and reporting a better, more
beautiful place. Find out more at simplymeasured.com
Our goal is to put the tools to understand business data in the
hands of business users. We think reporting should be simple,
attractive, and accessible for everyone – not just data scientists.
Our software streamlines the process from data to deliverables
and eliminates the countless hours spent on everyday reporting
tasks. We do this by putting cloud data sources at your
fingertips, providing a marketplace of best practice reports,
and allowing you to generate beautiful solutions on the web,
in Excel, and in PowerPoint with a couple of clicks.
Want to try Simply Measured?

Request a Free Trial Today
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